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Abstract— Pulse palpation is one of the non-invasive patient observations that identify patient conditions based on the shape of the
human pulse. The observations have been practiced by Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) practitioners since thousands of years
ago. The practitioners measure the patient’s arterial pulses in three points of both patient wrists called chun, guan, and chy, then
diagnose based on their knowledge and experience. Pulse-Line Intersection (PLI) method extract features of each pulse from the
observed pulse wave sequence. PLI is performed by summing the number of intersections between the artificial line and the pulse wave.
The method is proven in differentiating between hesitant with moderate pulse waves. As the method implemented in Clinical Decision
Support System (CDSS) related to pulse palpation, some outlier data might emerge and affect the measurement result. Thus, outlier
filtering is needed to prevent unnecessary prediction processes by machine learning (ML) models inside CDSS. This study proposed an
outlier filtering model using a decision tree algorithm. This concept is designed by analyzing pulse features values and the chance of
odd values combination. Then inappropriate values are excepted using several rules. Every pulse feature list that did not pass the
filtering rule is categorized as outliers and were not included for further process. The proposed model works more efficiently than ML
models dealing with outliers since this procedure is unsupervised learning with a small number of parameters. Overall, the proposed
filtering method can be used in pulse measurement applications by eliminating outlier data that might decrease the performance of ML
models.
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suffered [3]. Conceptually, a pulse wave cycle consists of
systolic and diastolic phases. A tiny and temporary rise in the
diastolic phase usually occurs called dicrotic notch [4], as
depicted in Fig. 1. The reality of measured pulse waves is
more complex than Fig. 1 is illustrated. TCM physicians have
classified pulse waves into 26 categories [5]. However, recent
research focused on fewer categories, e.g., slippery, taut,
moderate, hesitant, wiry, soft, smooth, and unsmooth [6], [7].
Some data, as shown in Fig. 2 contains the mentioned pulse
types. Furthermore, some research suggests a correlation
between pulse wave shapes with diseases, e.g., hypertension
[8], cancers [9], and diabetes [10].
A study by Chen et al. [11] proposed CDSS for pulse
palpation for differentiating between hesitant and moderate
pulse. The system has PLI method component for pulses wave

I. INTRODUCTION
Non-invasive clinical diagnosis often entails the use of
sophisticated diagnostic equipment which generates pictures
of the organs, soft tissues, and bones within the patient
without the need for a wound. One of the non-invasive clinical
diagnoses is pulse palpation which results in signal data. It is
a method of obtaining a preliminary diagnostic of a patient's
health status by measuring the wrist artery pulse with the
physician's finger [1]. Modern, sophisticated scientific
technology and effective signal analysis techniques may be
coupled to accomplish scientific, understandable, and precise
extraction of the pulse signal's unique properties [2].
Furthermore, TCM contains rich knowledge about pulse
waves and their relationship with the disease a patient
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features extraction. Using SHapley Additive exPlanations
(SHAP) for feature importance analysis, all features
manifested varied nonzero results based on test data and
applied machine learning models. Thus, there is no need to
remove features from PLI results because all the features are
usable for further process.
Although with a good data processing technique from data
extraction using data acquisition device to displaying the
information at the end of the CDSS procedures, the existence
of the outlier data points (i.e., unwanted information,
indicates the not pulse data) might occur [12]. Due to
improper wear transducer, broken equipment, wiring, or
noises. Outlier filtering using a decision tree approach is
proposed in this study to solve the issue above. The use of
viral machine learning is not suggested because the
classification type of machine learning models could not
solve a related issue for two reasons. The first is that the
outlier data must be generated similarly to pulse data. When
the generated outlier is only a few, the ratio between two
classes becomes imbalanced [13], making the machine
learning model training unreliable [14]. Secondly, generating
varied outliers is hard because many aspects need to be
considered, e.g., noises simulation and simulating data in
broken equipment. Removing outlier class makes the model
training in vain since the models need a challenge in training
validation step and improve their learning performance. Some
machine learning presenting outlier classification, i.e., Oneclass SVM (OCSVM) [15] and K-Means [16], were used as
performance analysis and comparison to assert the better
performance of the proposed approach.

presented, i.e., Dataset analysis, CDSS architecture, PLI
feature extraction, and proposed outlier filtering. For further
reading, the rest of the contents of this section is well-written
as follows.
A. Dataset Analysis and Pre-processing
The experiment in this study used pulse data in image
format gathered in Chinese Medical University Hospital and
reviewed by its Institutional Review Board under CMUH107REC2-050 and CMUH109-REC2-159 records [11]. A total of
46 patients were involved in the process. One patient data
contains six pulses taken from six different points, i.e., chun,
guan, and chy [17] for both left wrist and right wrist. The
measurement of each point occurs for six seconds as
recommended by TCM Physicians. The experiment is under
the time that is depicted in Fig. 2. The raw dataset contains 5
- 9 pulse wave cycles in one measurement according to each
patient condition that additional process to split and extract
the feature is needed. Some data contain only 3 pulses because
the measurement was conducted for one patient’s wrist.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Pulse wave component

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Pulse
palpation CDSS is presented in the Methodology section,
followed by a detailed description of each component. The
proposed outlier filtering approach is also described in the
Materials and Method section. Then, the experiment results
and their performances are described in the Results and
Discussion section. Finally, the conclusion of this study is
written in the Conclusion section.

(c)
Fig. 2 Variation of pulses that is gathered from different patients. (a) Hesitant,
(b) Slippery, (c) moderate. Vertical numbers represent the amplitude of the
pulse, while horizontal numbers represent the measurement time in seconds.

Since the dataset for this study was in image format, some
processes must be conducted to convert it into time-series
format. It is beneficial for further application since the
measured pulse wave is in a time-series format. The process
consists of three steps, i.e., image extraction, image
binarization, and pulse generation. Image extraction is
gathering the specific measurement area from raw pulse
images. The phase begins by specifying the six top-left

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD
Pulse palpation CDSS was proposed by Chen et al. [11] in
accommodating hesitant pulse detection as specified illness
patient’s early diagnosis with some adjustments in proper for
current study needs. In brief, there are four sub-sections
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measurement area coordinates , as well as the height ℎ and
width , because the raw image content is fixed in size and
location. Then it proceeds to cut the raw image segment with
the predetermined and save it to new pictures as specified
in Eq. (1), where
signifies the axis and
signifies
axis.
,

:

,

As depicted in Fig. 3, data were extracted from the patients
during the observation phase. The data is in the form of a
patient's pulse signal. Furthermore, the PLI method is used to
represent these biomedical signals into data subsets based on
their wave cycles. Visually, these signals are difficult to
distinguish even though signal processing techniques such as
the Fourier transform are applied. PLI can extract biomedical
signals based on the representation defined by the TCM
practitioner. However, sometimes these signals have similar
patterns even though they belong to different classes. This
data subset includes outliers that can degrade the prediction
results. Therefore, a filtering technique is offered to eliminate
signals with high ambiguity in this phase.
Furthermore, the results are predicted and explained by AI
models combined with the SHAP technique. Finally,
clinicians can use medical records and prediction results to
help improve the accuracy of decision-making and patient
care. Furthermore, these data are stored in an electronic health
record (EHR) to increase the reliability of future healthcare.

(1)

The image binarization step requires a threshold color
value to convert all grids to black and the pulse wave
to
blue, as stated in Eq. (2).
,
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,
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The pulse generation step is converting binarized images
into serialized data. The time attribute that is used here is
based on the image width pixel value. The data is the
coordinate of the pulse wave in every value, as stated in
Eq. (3). It works by multiplying the value with ℎ as the
location of coordinate. The h would be the
value since
every h is multiplied by either 0 or 1 of .
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C. Feature Extraction using PLI
As depicted in Fig. 4, PLI initiates by creating line L with
specific angle a with peak point pk to the end of signal x-axis
i.e., gx of vk and vk+1. The lines L denotes angle i ∈ {0°,
15° ,30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 105°, 120°, 135°, 150°, 165°}. The
subset data generation i.e., *+% is calculated in Eq. (4) where b
is y-axis of pk.

(3)

B. CDSS Architecture
Over the last decades, the advanced evolution of data
mining and machine learning techniques has accelerated the
revolution of human healthcare by providing more accurate
predictions, which can convert medical record data into
reliable information and diagnostics. This information is well
valuable for medical practitioners improving decision support
in the healthcare environment. A new system in the healthcare
environment should be defined to provide a faster and much
easy way to explain the diagnosis results. During patient
assessments, similar symptoms or diagnoses may have
occurred. This system (i.e., CDSS) can assist clinicians in
diagnosing patient diseases with similar symptoms, making
appropriate treatments can be accurately defined. The CDSS
with machine learning (ML) has offered many benefits over
the conventional healthcare systems. However, it still lacks
understanding capability and managing the information,
particularly during the decision phase. This study improves
CDSS architecture [11] by involving an additional filtering
technique during the data collection phase.
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For every
each intersection t with Ik is a PLI feature
as denoted in Eq. (5).
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Fig. 3 The proposed CDSS architecture includes outlier filtering to improve
the robustness of the prediction model by eliminating failure data points
during patient observations.
Fig. 4 PLI feature extraction steps resulting PLI’s features.
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The baseline characteristics of features, i.e., extracted from
each subset data, are stated in Fig. 5 and Table 1. Based on
patient observations using TCM methodology, 369 pulses
were identified as the hesitant type, 683 pulses were in the
moderate type, and the rest were not included in both
categories. In Table 1, data is in mean ± standard deviation
form. Although each feature's mean and standard deviation is
small, it has slightly different values for both types, which
indicates that each class has unique characteristics. Higher
values are occurred for hesitant pulse than moderate pulse for
x = {Int_0, Int_15, Int_30, Int_45, Int_105, Int_120, Int_135,
Int_150, Int_165} with (P<0.001). This might be the
characteristic of TCM scholars for a hesitant pulse, i.e., sharp
and choppy. On the other hand, for moderate pulse, higher
measurement values only in x = {Int_60, Int_75} with
(P<0.001). This corresponds to the nature of moderate pulse,
which commonly has skewness around 60° to 75°. PLI’s line
commonly intersects with the observed signal between this
intersection angle.

Int_120

1.89 ± 0.85

1.66 ± 0.76

< 0.001

Int_135

1.73 ± 1.05

1.37 ± 0.60

< 0.001

Int_150

1.50 ± 0.92

1.27 ± 0.59

< 0.001

Int_165

1.14 ± 0.60

1.03 ± 0.34

< 0.001

ALGORITHM 1. OUTLIER FILTERING FOR A SERIES OF

Input: array x

FEATURE

Output: bool isOutlier
isOutlier = False

angles_1=?0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75E

if xFGHIJKL contains 0 then
isOutlier = True

end

if count!3

x Q 10# > 5 then

isOutlier = True

D. Outlier Filtering
This section describes our proposed and suggested outlier
filtering method for the applied pulse palpation CDSS. The
approach used a simple decision tree with specific filter
conditions. This concept also has been recently applied for
detecting outliers in sequential data streams [18].
Furthermore, it carried an explainability feature in the process
[19]. This study used the decision tree concept because the
data is unique, and common machine learning for detection
outlier could not achieve their maximum performance.

end

if count!x R 10# > 2 then
isOutlier = True

end
return isOutlier

As formulated in Algorithm 1, three conditions, i.e., lower,
middle, and upper bound filtering, are defined. The lower
bound filter is used to prevent outlier that has features with a
small number value. PLI’s line always crosses the diastolic
phase of a pulse wave since the phase duration is longer than
the systolic phase. In the systolic phase, some waves might
not intersect with PLI’s line because of their short duration.
Thus, the filter condition is Int_0, Int_ 15, Int_30, Int_45,
Int_60, and Int_75 must not return 0 value since its crosses
the diastolic phase of the wave.
Middle bound filtering is defined as preventing features
with common values but is considered an outlier. PLI’s
features common values range from 1 to 3 and rarely four or
higher because of the same direction between PLI’s line and
part of pulse wave. The rare condition is not happening for
every feature. Thus, the condition for this filter is that features
could have a value ranging from 3 to 10 but is limited to 5
features. For upper bound filtering, the condition is that
features could have a value higher than 10 but are limited to
2 features. The reason is the same direction between pulse and
PLI’s line condition.

Fig. 5 PLI’s results features distribution
TABLE I
PLI’S FEATURES DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN HESITANT AND MODERATE TYPE
PULSES

Features (=)

Hesitant
(n=369)

Moderate
(n=683)

P-Value

Int_0

2.66 ± 1.44

1.99 ± 1.00

< 0.001

Int_15

2.63 ± 1.44

2.00 ± 1.15

< 0.001

Int_30

2.63 ± 1.44

2.00 ± 1.12

< 0.001

Int_45

3.65 ± 1.97

2.69 ± 1.42

< 0.001

Int_60

3.30 ± 2.16

3.71 ± 1.67

< 0.001

Int_75

1.42 ± 1.09

2.85 ± 1.94

< 0.001

Int_105

2.24 ± 0.88

2.03 ± 0.89

< 0.001

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the performance of proposed approach and
applied machine learning e.g., OCSVM and K-Means are
presented. OCSVM is Support Vector Machine (SVM)
variance that optimizing accuracy for one label/class data. It
could be used for outlier filtering since SVM’s hyperplane (S)
contributed to distinguished data’s class [16] based on its
tuned threshold. It used convex optimization formula in Eq.
(6) where T acts as training’s error, and U as the amount of
data [20].
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outlier data points. The original classification models,
proposed in [11], did not consider a single filtering technique
for the pulse palpation observations. Therefore, the entire data
observations are included, although a single data point is
faulty due to measurement errors. As a result, the performance
of the generalization models is insufficient. The present
contribution improves the PLI method to have an outlier
rejection filter suitable for pulse palpation observations.
Practical solutions are provided to simultaneously avoid
outlier data points that degrade the model accuracy and
improve system effectivity by guaranteeing parameters
convergency during training procedures. The proposed
method is compared with the current procedures without
additional filters. The results show the benefits of the filter
compared to the naive approaches for all ML models. These
advances could be useful to improve the development of
CDSS, aiding the diagnostics procedures made by medical
practitioners more reliable.

(6)

OCSVM has been used in many studies in detecting
outliers. The authors [21] used OCSVM and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) to classify anomaly data in a power
system. The purpose was to ensure that the system's stable and
safe condition was constantly maintained. In other areas, the
authors in [22] used OCSVM to detect any anomaly activity
in the industrial control system. The authors used Tennessee
Eastman Process for the simulation. It could perform high
accuracy in detection besides the data stream type dataset.
However, the dataset nature in this study is different.
Sometimes, outliers are data with normal values but do not
shape pulse data. Therefore, in this experiment, OCSVM
accuracy is 80.13% when predicting outliers. It was expected
since OCSVM is the type of unsupervised machine learning.
K-Means is also an unsupervised machine learning type
[23], [24]. It is used for clustering data by automatically
positioning centroids and gathering nearby points as a cluster
member [25], [26]. It could judge a data point as an outlier as
the position is the farthest from centroid [27], [28]. K-Means
make clusters by taking two steps, i.e., assignment and update
[16]. The assignment step is assigning nearby datapoints _
as the member of a cluster ` by selecting the minimum range
between a point with all centroids a. Eq. (7) formulated the
step where 5 and b represents the index of cluster and c
represents the clusters total number. Update step is applied for
repositioning all centroids based on current cluster members
as formulated in Eq. (8) where represents routine numbers
until all centroids stop moving.
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